
K-meral
CECIL pendant lamp with TIWI
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Technical details

Land van fabricage

Image not found or type unknown

fabrikant K-meral

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering Bulb

Diameter in cm 5

materiaal aluminium, porselein

kabellengte 135 cm

hoogteverstelling hoogte verstelbaar

dimmen dimbaar op locatie

base/versie GY6.35

Dimensions H 9,4 cm | Ø 5 cm

Omschrijving

The K-Meral CECIL pendant lamp is offered in one-to-four lights - here with the
design element "TIWI" as decor above the lampshade. Each lampshade of the
CECIL lamps consists of porcelain. The circular canopy of the single-lamp light
and the elongated ceiling housings of the multi-flames lamps are made of
ground aluminum and have integrated transformers.

All pendant lamps of this series are dimmable on site. By simply pushing the
coaxial cable into the ceiling housing, the lamps can be individually adjusted in
height. The lampshades should remind of tulips: natural and clear the shape -
soft, wide and warm the light cone. They emit a direct, neutral light on the
surface to be illuminated and a warm diffuse light in the surrounding area.
Supplied with 35 watt lamps.

The CECIL lights are offered here with "TIWI", a beautiful accessory above the
lamp shade, which gives the light a very special look. "TIWI" is made of
aluminum and is cast in one piece in a complex process, then ground by hand
and at last worked for days in a drum to obtain the perfect abrasion. TIWI is a
loving detail that emphasizes the uniqueness of the series of lamps thanks to
its flame shape.
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